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Trends for travel managers
and business travelers.

Overview
Travel managers trail behind their travelers
Business travelers are ahead of travel managers when
it comes to recognizing key general and business travel
trends. That is one of the main findings from the survey
of 847 travel managers and 1,158 business travelers in
24 countries worldwide for the eleventh annual AirPlus
International Travel Management Study.
Major trends
We asked respondents about six key general trends:
> Data security
> Globalization
> Social media
> Big data
> Sharing economy
> Eco-friendly travel
In all cases, more travel managers saw these as
emerging trends (43 percent) rather than steady trends
that already exist. In contrast, more travelers (47
percent) saw all but one of them as trends that already
exist. In contrast, more travelers saw all but one of
them – eco-friendly travel – as trends that already
exist.
Next, we asked them about four specific business
travel trends:
> Use of virtual payments
> Use of mobile payments
> Use of business travel apps
> The new generation’s travel behavior
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More business travelers (75 percent) than travel
managers (62 percent) saw an effect on corporate
travel for all four of these trends.
Why it’s important to close the gap
Of course, these are subjective questions, which travel
managers and travelers may have different opinions
about. Even so, the consistent contrast between the two
groups should flash a warning signal for travel managers.
Are they slower than their travelers to recognize change,
especially change led by technology?
This is not a trivial question. A major challenge in corporate travel today is giving travelers not only booking but
also payment, communication and other approved trip
management tools that will keep them inside oﬃcial
company travel programs. Travel managers need to know
what the latest trends are. If not, the worry is that travelers
may turn to the consumer marketplace for tech tools that
suit their fast-evolving needs better. It may be necessary
for travel managers to bridge the awareness gap.

Business travel trends
Digital payments on the rise
Virtual and mobile are relatively recent payment
technologies, yet these results suggest both are
gaining wider recognition. Around three-fifths of
travel managers and three-quarters of business
travelers think virtual and mobile are already having
at least some effect on business travel. Only small
numbers believe there will be no effect at all.
Virtual payments are used today mainly to pay hotel
bills for business travelers, who do not have a
corporate credit card from their employer. With the
ability to apply unique controls to each virtual card
number, experts predict the technology will be used
to pay for a much wider range of travel expenses in
future.
Meanwhile, mobile payments are taking off in the
consumer world, thanks to launches by companies
like Apple, Google and Samsung. This may explain
why significantly more business travelers (76 percent)
acknowledge the effect of mobile payments than do
travel managers (61 percent).
Young travelers – a case for special treatment?
A relatively high 37 percent of travel managers
recognize that mobile apps are having a major effect
on business travel. Yet only 27 percent consider
younger travelers in the workforce are having a
major effect, even though it can be argued heavy use
of apps is exactly what causes their behavior to be
different. The low figure reflects a continuing debate
among travel managers. Some believe younger
travelers need to be treated differently, for example,
by allowing them more flexibility in what they book
and how they book it. Others say young travelers
should comply with policy in just the same way as
their older colleagues.

New Distribution Capability –
more education needed
Travel managers were also asked about the impact
of the International Air Transport Association’s New
Distribution Capability, which could change the way
air tickets are sold through indirect channels, such
as travel management companies. Although 13 percent believe NDC is having a major effect and 20 percent some effect, the most telling figure is that 47
percent gave no answer. It suggests more communication is needed to raise travel manager awareness
of this potentially significant development.

Trends in the business travel market
Effect on business travel environment – Overview
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Major trends
Both travel managers and business travelers (especially
the travelers) strongly acknowledge six key general trends
that point to an increasingly IT-driven, inter-connected
world. A large majority consider data security, globalization, social media and eco-friendly travel to be growing
or steady trends. A smaller majority also thinks big data
and the sharing economy are growing or steady trends.
Only very small numbers believe these trends are in
decline or not even trends at all.
Recognition of all these issues is important, because
they exert a crucial influence on corporate travel today:
> Data security
	Employees need to carry confidential company data
securely while traveling; employers need to ensure
travelers’ personal data is handled securely by
service providers.
> Globalization
Leads to greater demand for travel.
> Social media
	Travelers share their experiences with each other.
Potentially a good way for travel managers to
communicate with their travelers.
> Big Data
	Travel managers can learn more about their
travelers; but so too can suppliers aiming to sell
to travelers directly.

> Sharing economy
	The biggest sharing economy suppliers are in the
travel business. Travel managers are unsure
whether to allow or reject them.
> Eco-friendly travel
	Companies are under pressure to reduce emissions, including the amount they fly.
For travel managers, the fastest-growing major trend
is data security (54 percent). This topic has received
growing attention in business travel over the last
couple of years for various reasons, including
concerns about corporate espionage and state-sponsored surveillance and the collapse of the Safe
Harbor agreement between the European Union and
the USA. Travel managers’ biggest existing trend is
globalization (52 percent), which partly explains why
Part 1 of this year’s International Travel Management
Study revealed that many travel managers expect
more trips and therefore higher costs.
For travelers, the fastest-growing major trend is
eco-friendly travel (45 percent). Could this green
awareness make them more reluctant to travel on
business in future, in spite of globalization? Travelers’
biggest existing trend is social media (41 percent),
suggesting they are tech-savvy individuals – especially compared to travel managers, of whom only
37 percent consider social media an existing trend.
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Attitudes vary by country
Travel manager attitudes towards the same business
travel trends vary across a selected “basket” of markets:
USA, UK, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Netherlands,
France, Belgium, Scandinavia, China, India, Singapore
and Australia.
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Contrasting opinions in India
India is the most striking country as far as these figures
are concerned. Its economic boom has been created
partly by a new wave of techno-centric Millennial and
Gen Y employees entering the workforce. This may
explain why so many Indian travel managers consider
young travelers a major effect (as is also the case in
Scandinavia, which has many young hi-tech businesses).
Yet at the same time commercial payments are in their
early stages of development in what has long been a
cash-based society, explaining why virtual and mobile
payments register so low in India.
Size matters
There are also some interesting
findings, when the data is analyzed
according to respondents’ size of
travel spend. In particular, travel
managers at high-spending
companies are the biggest
believers that mobile payments,
virtual payments and new-generation behavior significantly affect
corporate travel.
Data security is a hot
topic in Germany
National variations emerge in
the major trends data too. For
example, Germany has by far
the most travel managers
(87 percent) and also the most
business travelers (59 percent)
identifying data security as a
growing trend. This is no
surprise: Germany has
consistently emerged as a
strong defender of data privacy
rights in recent years.
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About the Study: The survey was conducted from between September and October 2015 by the international market
research company 2hm on behalf of AirPlus International. A total of 847 individuals responsible for travel management in within their company and 1,158 Business Travelers were surveyed in 24 countries around the globe.
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